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Selin Hanife Eıyıruk] , Fatma Kalaoglu/ , Muraı Baska(

Abstract The texlile and cloıhing secıors caıı be seen as a supply chain consisting of a number of discrele

activities. The supply chain from sourcing of r&| malerials lo distribulion and marketing must be well

organized aS an integraİed production network. Logistics is a very imporl(mt Straleg) to geı comPelilive

adııanıages like time, cost (]nd custamer saitsfaclion. This paper presents a localional decision making of a

logisricİ center for Turkish Cloıhing Industry in Mqrmara Reğon in Turkey. A numerical sludy wilh a
qİestionnaire survey daıabase aimed at lhe clolhing tnduslry of Turkey was conducted and AnalYlic

Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used to eyaluate the questianaire resuhs.

Keyuords 
-Analytic 

Hierarchy Process, site seleclion, Iogistics cenler

INTRODUCTION

Logistics, in its most basic definition, is the efficient flow and storage of goods from their point of origin

to the point of consumption. It is the paı1 of the supply chain process that plans, implements and contto]s the

flow o} goods. It can also be seen as the management of inventory, in rest or in motion. Logistics is also

defined as a business planning framework for the marıagement of material, service, information and capital

flows. ]t includes the increasingly complex information, communication and control systems required in

today's business environment [1].

The clothing sector is both a labor-intensive, low wage industry and a dynamic, innovative Sector,

depending on which market segments one focuses upon. In the high-quaiity fashion market, the industry is
çhİracterized by modern technolory, relatively well-paid wofkers and designers aıd a high degree of
flexibility. The competitive advantage of firms in this market segment is İelated to the abiliŞ to produce

designs that capture tastes and preferences, and even better - influence such tastes and preferences - in

addition to cost effectiveness. The core functions of firms servicing this maıket segment are largely 1ocated in
developed countries and often in limited geographical areas or clusters within üese countfies [2]. The other

major market segment is mass production of lower-quality and/or standard products. Manufacturers fol this

market segment are largely found in developing countries, often in export processing zones and/or under so-

called outward processing agleements with major importers. ]n the low to middle priced market, the role of
the retailer has become increasingly plominent in the organization ofthe supply chain [3].

The supply chain ofthe clothing sectof has very distinctive processes. Different supply methods, push and

pul1 logistics as well as the non replenishment approaches especially for the fast fashion sector aie affecting
pro".r..s in the supply chain. In addition, the depth and range of assortments such as different sizes, colors,

arıd cuts of a collection requires very efficient and optimized logistics. Furthermore time efficiency is one of
the key factors for this industry to provide a competitive advantage. Logistics is a very important strategy to

get competitive advantages like time, cost and customeI satisfaction. This paper presents a locational decision

making ofa logistics center fot Turkish Clothing Industry in Marmara Region in Turkey. A numerical study

with a questionnaiIe s]:rvey database aimed at the clothing industry of Turkey was conducted and Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used to evaluate the questionaire results.
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Sheu [4] presented a hybrid neuro-fuzzy methodology to identi0, appropriate global logistics (GL)
oPerational modes used for global supply chain nanagement. The proposed nıethodological frımework
included three main developnıental phases: (1) establishment of a GL strategic hierarchy, (2) formu ation of
Gl-mode identification rules, and (3) development of a Gl-ıııode choice model. By integıating advanced
multi-criteria decision-making (MCD\.O techniques including fızzy analytical hierarchy process (Fuzzy-
AHP), Fuzzy MCDM, and the technique for order preference by siııilarity to an ideal solution (ToP|iIS), six
t}pes of global logistics and operational modes coupled with corresponding fuzzy-based multj_criteria
decision-making rules were specified in the second phase. Using the specified fuzz), decision-making rules as
the input database, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systeıı (ANFIS) was then developed in the thild phase
to identi§ propeı GL modes for the implementation of global supply chain üıanagement. A numericıl study
with a questioniıaire suwey database aimed at the information technology (lT) industries of Tairıan was
conducted to illustrate the applicability ofthe pıoposed method.

Chen et al.considered the planning of a ınulti-product, multi-period, and multi-echelon suppl,y chain
netwolk that consists of several existing plants at lıxed places, some warehouses and distlibution ce:,]teIS at
undetermined locations, and a number of given customer zones. The supply chain planning n,ıoclel was
constructed as a multi-objective mixed-integer 1inear program (MILP) to satis§, several conflict obj,:ctives,
such as ııiniınizing the total cost, Iaising the decision robustness in various product demand scenarios. lifting
the local incentives, and reducing the total tlansport time. For the purpose of creating a compensatory solution
among all participaıts of the supply chain, a two-phase fuzzy decision-making nrethod was presented ıınd, by
means of application of it to a nuııerical example, was proven effective in providing a compromised sılution
in an uncertain multi-echelon supply chain network [5].

Tudela et al, [6] compared the outcome of Cost Benefit Analysis and a Multi_Criteria method when
applied to a traısport project. The Analytic Hieraı,chy Process was used, utilising two approaches to derive lhe
weights. Results showed that the outcome of the Multi-Criteria metho<l didn't n]atch the one suggested by the
CoSt Benefit Analysis, but it match the final decision by the authori§ı. An impoltaİt conclusion has to do with
the relevance of incorporating othel aspects into the asSeSsment, apart fföm the economic ones. Fuıthe]-more,
Public opinion should be taken into account explicitly into the decision making, providing accurate and timely
infomation about projects.

A freight village is defined as a specific area where all the activities relating to transpoıt, logistiı:s and
goods distribution -botlı for national and intemational transit -are carried out by various operatols. ln ordeI to
encoufage intermodal transport foı goods handling, a Logistics Center should prelerably be served by a
variety of transpon modes (roads, rail, sea, inland waterways, aiı) [7]. [-ıNECE has defined the freight
transport as a geographical gı,ouping of independent companies and bodies which are dealing with freight
transPon (fol example, fieight forwarders, shippels, transport opeıators, customs) and with accoııpanying
services (for example, storage, maintenance and ıepair), including at least a terminal [8].

Tsamboulas and Kapros [9] presented a method and models for assessing the financial viability of a new
Fleight village fiııanced by private and public investments. The financial evaluation model constitut()d an
integlated part of a wider planning methodology, with four distinct phases, namely (a) site selection and traffic
foıecasts, (b) definition of services offered and corresponding dimensions, (c) estimation of investment and
oPefation costs and (d) evaluation of investments. The paper presented the overall methodology, and presı:nted
analytically üe eva]uation method with the conesponding n,ıodel. An application of developed method()logy
aıd models is doı'ıe for the case of a Freight village in Northern Greece, demonstlating its potential to
application for similar cases.

Ozdemir [10] studied a research project invoiving logistics firms in Istanbul designed to investigat(] the
strengths and weaknesses of Istanbul in its quest to become as a logistics center serving a wider region be,ıond
Tuıkey. The lesults of the intewiews and survey have shown that, logistics activity in the Marmara region
(and Istaıbul in particular) is mainly the Iesult of economic activities taking place in a national context, rather
tlran the result of logistics node operations at a regional or global level.

As mentioned above there are many types of studies related to the logistics such as global logiıics
operational modes, the planning of supply chain network, transportation and warehousing manager ent,
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tlansport project, perfoImance measuıes and logistics centel. The concept of flow has become particularly

importaıt'in- logisİics and freight distribution. From a simple question of capacity, the issues of timing,

frequency and punctuality aıe nJw of significant relevance in freight movements since they are part of suPPlY

"huİn.İrug...nt 
strategies. In particular, transport terminals and freight distribution centers have been the

major elemeıts permitting improvements in the efficiency and throughput of commodi§ chains from global

production networks to 1ocal distribution.

This paper presents a locational decision making of a logistics center for Turkish Clothing Industry in

ııaarmaraİİgion in Turkey. The ıesearch design for this study consisted of a case study form of methodologı

involving SİTurkish clothing maıufactureıs. 32 of comparıies have manufacfuring facilities and 23 of them

use sub-contracting based firms for their manufacturing facilities. The method of collecting data during these

studies was face-to-face interviews with management teams at their workplace. A numerical stud} with a

questionnaire survey database was conducted and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used to evaluate the

questionaire results.

METHODOLOGY

The Analytic Hierarchy process (AHp) for decision-making is a theory of relative measurement hased on

paired comparisons used to derive normalized absolute scales of numbers whose elements are then used as

priorities 1i1,1z]. Matrices of pairwise comparisons are formed either by providing judgments to estimate
-dominance 

usinğ absolute numbers from the l to 9 fundaı,ıental scale ofthe AHP, or by dilectl} constructing

the pairwise doİıinance ratios using actual measuements. The AHP can be applied to both tangible and

intangible criteria based on the judgments of knowledgeable and expert people, although how to get measures

for intaıgibles is its main concern. The weighting and adding synthesis process applied in the hierarchical

structure of the AHP combines multidimensional scales of measurement into a single "uni-dimensional" scale

ofpriorities [13].

The Analytic Hierarchy Process is a powerful and understandable methodolory that allows groups or

individuals to combine quilitative aıd quantitative factors in decision making process. It is a Multi Criteria

Decision Making method for complicated and unstructured problems. Also, it is an approach that uses a

hierarchical model having levels of goal, criteria, possible sub-criteria, and altematives. AHP captures

priorities from paired comparison judgnrents of the elements of the decision with respect to each of their

paIent criteıia [14].

As the evaluation scale, the Saaty's scale of l -9 will be used as shown in Table 1,

TABLE 1

The Fundamental Scale for Maki Ju ementS

RESULTs
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l Equal
Between Equal and Moderate2

3 Moderate
4 Between Moderate and

Strong
5 Strong
6 Between Strong and Very

Strong
7 Very Strong

Between Very Strong and
Extreme

8

9 Extreme
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ln this study we prepared a detailed analysis of a clothing logistics center location selection. First, a
geograPhical evaluation of Turkish clothing sectol was investigated to select the region for a logistic; center.
Accofding to the data gathered flom Turkstat (Turkish Statistical Institute) [15,16] it was Seen that 59,% ofthe
clothing firms were founded in Marmara Region and 49Yo of the clothing firms weıe also established in
Istanbul. As a result, it was decided to select Mamala Region for a logistics centef establishment.

In North Marmara Region, thıee sites Tuzia, Hadimkoy and Gumusyaka were selected to ana]yze the
benefits they could provide if a logistics centef to be developed (Figure 1) [l7,18]. These thlee sites we1e
Preferred by Istanbul Metropolitain Planning department in order to establish a 1ogistics center becaü.ıse they
all three places have good tlanspoftation advantages (port, airport, highway and RO-LA, Ro-Ro
connections). Hadimkoy is very near to widely used Ataturk Airport, Ambarli Port, highway and ıailway.
GumusYaka aıd Tuzla also have the advantageous ofbeing very close to the poı1, airport, highway coınection
and ıailway connection.

FIGURE. 1

Clothing Logistics Center Candidate P]aces

Table 2 shows the site selection cliteria that wele developed as a ıesult ofinlensive researches in liteıatuıe
and individual discussions with logistics sector professionals. For the study, next step will be to eva|uale the
below criteria for the best logistics centel placement fol the Turkish Clothing Industry.

TABLE 2
Clothing Logistics Center Site Se]ection Criteria
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SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
l
2
3

Land size
Expansion of Physical Facilities
The Geolo cal status as in the earth uake zone

LOCATION ANALYSIS
1

2
Promotion opportunities in the region
Proximi to Su l Point
INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

1

2
3

communication infrastructure
Electricity, Gas and Water Networks

TRANSPORTATION OPPORTUNITIES
Proximity to the motorway
Proximity to the airport
LABOR FORCE SUPPLY

1

2
Labor supply
Labor cost
FIXED COST AND CAPITAL SUPPLY

1

2
3

cost of land
construction costs
Cost of usage

Figure 2 shows the Hierarchical model for site selection ofa clothing logistics center. The goal ofthe study is

site selection for a clothing logistics center and alteınative places are Hadimkoy, Tuzla and Gumusyaka.

6üJ"

Tljıı

FIGURE. 2
Hierarchical Model for Site Selection Clothing Logistics Center.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the site selection criteria weights of apparel manufactuıers and apparel firms

that use sub-contfactors. When site selection rnodel is evaluated in terms of apparel manufacturs and apparel

firms using sub-contıactor firms, it is seen that the most important criteria is fixed cost and capital supply with
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28ok arıd 32Vo share. As a result of evaluation, second the labor force supply and third transportation
opportunities come.
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FIGURE,. 3

Site Selection Criteria Weights of Apparel
Manufactuıers.
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2Tuzla r
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F]GURE. 4
Site Selection Criteria Weights of Apparel Firms using

Sub-Contractors.

Figure 5 shows the lesuits of site selection criteria for apparel n,ıanufacturers.Wheır site selection model
was evaluated in terms of apparel n,ıanufacturs Hadimkoy came in the first place with 34,8%. Gumusya(a was
selected in the second place with 34,5% and Tuzla was in the third row with 30,6%. Striking resuit here was
that, Gümüşyaka and I{adiınkoy get aImost equal weights. Apparel maı,ıufacturers disapprovcd building a
clothing logistics center in Tuzla and they were evaluated Hadimkoy and Gumusyaka at the samt: level
because apparel manufacturing is mostly concentİated in Europian part of the country. Appafel manufa()turers
gave high scoles to the labor force supply and fixed cost and capital supply clitelia. Especially, Gumıısyaka
and Hadimkoy were decided appropriate in terms of iabor cost and cost of usage.
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FIGURE. 5

The Result of Clothing Logistics Center Site Selection Decision ofAppare1 Manufacturers.

Figure 6 shows the results of site selection criteria for apparel manufacturers.When site selection model

was evİluated in terms of apparel firms that use sub-contlactors Hadimkoy came in the first place wirh 37 ,2%.

Gumusyaka was located in the second place w\lh 31,2Yo and Tuzla was in the third row with 31,6%. Apparel
manufactuers who use outsourcing (sub-contractor) companies preferred Hadimkoy as a first place for a

logistics center establishment because this region is a busy area in terms of tlansportation opportunities and

labor force supply and the concentıation of garment manufacturers is also high. Moreover, widely used

Ambaıli Port and Ataturk Airport are Very near to Hadimkoy. Since these firms outsource their production

Hadimkoy were evaluated very positively by the companies and Tuz]a and Gumusyaka were evaluated

equally important by the companies.
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FIGIJRE. 6

The Result of Clothing Logistics Center Site Selection Decision ofApparel Firms that Use Sub-Contractols

CONCLUSION

The objective ofthis research was to find the best place for a logistics center for clothing industry. A case

study methodolory,şas selected and an AllP based questionnaire was applied to 55 clolhing companies

located in Mamara. Region in Turkey. Clothing firms were evaluated aıd classified according to their

marıufacturing facilities. 32 firms have their own manufacturing facilities and 23 firms outsouıce theif
facilities to sub-contactof firms.

Although, all of three places have good traısportation opportunities like being very close to the port,

airport, highway and railway, results showed that Hadimkoy was preferred as the first place to establish a

clothing logistics center by all of the apparel companies. Hadirnkoy is a busy aıea in terms of transportation

opportunities and labor force supply and most of the garment manufactuels are located in this area. Also
Turkey,s biggest airport (Ataturk Airport) and high-capaci§ port (Ambafli Port) afe very close to the

Hadimkoy. Apparel manufacturers disappıoved building a clothing logistics center in Tuzla and they gave

high scores to Hadimkoy and Gumusyaka because apparel manufacturers are mostly concentrated in Europian
part of the country. Apparel firms that use sub-contİactors evaluated Tuzla and Gumusyaka equally because
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they outsource their production facilities and only Aonceü-]tlate oı,ı n,ıarketing, branding and letailing a,iivitjes.
Hadiııkoy is a coıımercially intensive place so this is the [,ıest choice for establishing a logistics center.
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